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PREDATION SURVEY ON THE JAPANESE TUNA LONGLINE CATCH 
    

National Research Institute of Far Seas Fisheries (NRIFSF) 

5-7-1, Orido, Shimizu-City, Shizuoka, Japan 424-8633 
 

 

Predation problems  by killer whales and false killer whales on 
Japanese tuna longline fisheries have been continued to the 
present in three Oceans since the start of its  fisheries  in 1952. 
The first report was from the Palau water in1952. In the earlier 
years, only some catch of the longliners where the predators 
had passed, were damaged. But, predation had become 
expanding to the whole catch of the longliners. In serious case, 
predators approach to the broadsides of the boats and attack the 
catch.   
To investigate this predation problem and to find out possible 
mitigation methods, Fisheries Agency of Japan had conducted a 
number of surveys and research in the Pacific Ocean and the 
Indian Ocean, using public longline vessels (high school 
longline training vessels and prefecture fisheries  stations’ 
longline vessels) during 1954, 1958 and 1965-81. Results of 

these surveys  were reported in the Proceedings of the annual 
tuna conference in Japan. Summary of these surveys results are 
available in the separate document (IOTC/WPTT/01/17). 
In recent years , predation problems in the western Indian Ocean 
became also serious , thus the IOTC Scientific Committee and 
Commissioner’s  meetings in 1998 and 1999 recommended to 
start investigating the situation of the predation. Upon this 
recommendation, Japan started the predation survey from 
September 1, 2000 for all the longliners belonging to Japan 
Tuna Federation in three Oceans. Currently about 450 
longliners are cooperating to this survey. In the near future, it is 
planed to expand this survey to all the remaining longliners 
including the small-scale longliners off Japans and the 
Zengyoren longliners operating three Oceans. 

Survey form is attached next two pages (Japanese and English)
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